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● Business Time　８：３０～17：30
● April to November Everyday open
● We have irregular days off from December to March

www.seacruise.jp/english/

SeaCruise
6215-17, Aizu, Matsushima-machi, Kamiamakusa-City, 

Kumamoto-Prefecture, 861-6101 Japan

O
ur  c ruise be a m

ovng experience !

MarinoStation

SeaCruise
C R U I S I N G  I N F O R M A T I ON

Opening in October 2019！
Amakusa's new sightseeing landmarks

ミオカミーノ天草

SeaCruise ticket office has been relocated

mio camino AMAKUSA is a composite facility that can feel 
the charm of Amakusa. Get all the relevant information 
about Amakusa. Can make your Amakusa trip more fun.

There's not only an indoor Rock climbing”PlayZone”,"Shop-
ping Plaza" that gathers for all the Amakusa food and 
merchandise and open-air square with sea views and “BBQ 
Terrace”. It is a full compound facilities.

「Tourist Information」　※SeaCruise ticket office
Dophin Watching and Amakusa Gokyo Cruise、Amakusa 
Takarajima Line、information 、activity and rental cycle.



Dolphin Watching
98％ encounter rate

There are approximately 300 wild bottlenose dolphins 
that reside in the seas surrounding Amakusa. 
You will be able to witness their spectacular jumps and 
aerial performances as they swim alongside 
the cruise boats. These dolphins can be encountered 
all year round, giving you a uniquely memorable 
experience that cannot be had else where. 

◎ Price

Adult
4,800yen

Students
(Junior high)
3,800yen

Students
(Elementary)
2,800yen

Infants
1,800yen

◎ Time Required

2Hours This may vary depending on weather conditions and thelocation 
of dolphins. Please note that while our expert crew will maximize 
your chances of seeing the dolphins,the dolphins are wild and 
therefore are occasionally not sighted during the cruise.

◎ Departure Time

1st　１０：００ 2nd　１3：００ 3rd　１５：００

Enjoy the spectacular views of the national parks

Amakusa Gokyo Cruising
Matsushima in Amakusa is one of the three Matsushima’s in Japan. 
Guests can enjoy the majestic views of the 5 bridges (Gokyo), 
numerous islands and the blue seas. Standing on the deck, feeling 
the sea breeze brushing your skin will feel like you are skipping 
across the sea. Simply being so close to nature and away from 
your daily life will be a therapeutic experience.

◎ Price

Adults (13 years and above) 
1,600 yen

Children (3 years and above)
800 yen

◎ Time Required

30 minutes

◎ Departure Time

The 16:20 cruise is only operational between April ～ September.

The artistic beauty of the sunset.

Sunset Cruising
the sun setting over the splendrous  
scenes of Matsushima (Amakusa) has 
been chosen as one of the top 100 
sunsets in Japan. With the sun slowly 
dying, the deep blue sea slowly changes 
to a mezmerising golden color, leaving the 
silhouettes of countless islands on the 
horizon. This beautiful image will be an 
everlasting memory for you. 

◎ Price  (Charter only)

Kumamon Cruiser (Capacity of 12passenger)
11,000 yen

Olivia  (Capacity of 25passenger)
2,2000 yen

◎ Time Required

40 minutes

◎ Departure Time

40 minutes prior to the sun set.
Please note that the departure times will vary depending on the season. If the sunset is not 
viewable, your cruise will be reclassified as the Amakusa Gokyo Cruise.

A great connection with the ”A-train”.

Amakusa Takarajima line
The Amakusa Takarajima line is a regular 
service that connects from Misumi to 
Matsushima, with an approximate transit time 
of 20minutes. The views you will witness from 
the boats will not be matched by any other 
means, such as by car.  Enjoying the amazing 
local seafood and hot springs along with the 
cruise will be another way to savor your trip to 
Amakusa. 

Matsushima

Misumi

Kumamoto

Maeshima ~ Misumi
5 return trips per day (10 services)

This connects to the JR Misumi line at 
Misumi. It is 5 minutes walk from the 
boat to the station.

Please contact us for more details regarding the departure times and prices. 
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